Our promises
Islamic Relief is committed to:

Keeping
children safe
and ensuring
their welfare
throughout our
work.

Strengthening local
capacity so communities
can manage their own affairs.

Protecting the
environment and
advocating on
environmental
concerns.

Developing distinctive
and practical approaches
to the key issues affecting
our world today.

“I never hoped to see my
daughter smiling so brightly.
I am very thankful to Islamic
Relief for its help.”
Zara’s disabled daughter was able to build a brighter
future thanks to our work in Chechnya.
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Welcome to Islamic Relief

Our vision

Saving and changing lives
Every year, our work helps millions of the world’s poorest and most vulnerable people –
regardless of race, political affiliation, gender or belief. We do this by:

Islamic Relief envisages a caring
world where communities are
empowered, social obligations are
fulfilled and people respond as one
to the suffering of others.

Our values
Islamic Relief is an independent
humanitarian and development
organisation with a presence in
more than 40 countries around
the globe. We have been fighting
poverty and injustice since 1984.

Delivering life-saving
emergency aid and enabling
communities to better protect
themselves from disasters.

We are guided by the timeless values
and teachings of the Qur’an and
Prophetic example (Sunnah), which
recognise that people with wealth have
a duty to those who are less fortunate.
Our values are:

 Maksura is earning a decent living after taking part
in one of our livelihoods projects in Bangladesh.

Sincerity (Ikhlas)
Excellence (Ihsan)
Compassion (Rahma)
Social Justice (Adl)
Custodianship (Amana)

Providing communities
with sustainable access to
life-changing services such
as education, healthcare,
water and sanitation.

Helping poor people to meet
their essential needs, and
empowering families to lift
themselves out of poverty,
permanently.

Maximising the impact of
our interventions through
integrated sustainable
development that secures
real and lasting benefits for
those we serve.

Campaigning for positive
change that improves lives
and tackles the root causes
of poverty and suffering.

